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BEST BUILDERS

Proud of
Georgie
Award win

Todd Best of Best Builders
Ltd. won a Georgie Award
for Best Renovation
with this project on
Vancouver’s
West Side. ›› p.9

Maggie Calloway

W

inning a Georgie award
is comparable to winning an Academy Award in the
e competition is steep and the criteria
very tough but once you win,
you are considered a builder of
exceptional quality.
at is one reason Todd Best,
principal of Best Builders Ltd, is
ably proud of the

›› more page.9
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Heading
down the
right path
Resurfacing
walkways a good
place to start with
landscaping
Maggie Calloway

Y

cluding working with a local couple who, among
other design needs, had a very large bookcase
lled with books representing their many interests.
is current project is a re-design, or make
over, of a room which includes four bookcases in
a row,” says Hunter.
rst Bill didn’t want us to touch the bookcases; he loves books, has a very high respect for
them, and was apprehensive. I understood and
ered to put everything back if he wasn’t happy

ou’ve painted or stained the
exterior of your home.
Your front door is strutting its
with a new paint job and
sporting gleaming hardware.
e new house
numbers are
now easily
seen from the
street, and
everything
looks great.
Except, the
pathways from
Jeremy Miller
the street to
the house and
the walkways on the side of the
house are looking shabby.
What to do?
Jeremy Miller of Houston
Landscapes is expert at turning
cult gardens into glorious
landscapes, but he also has a few
tricks of the trade up his sleeve.
“Typically the square footage
which needs work isn’t that big
so it’s a pretty quick process
which has a huge impact on the
curb appeal of your home,” says
Miller.

›› more page.4

›› more page.11

Elle Hunter, principal of Element RE: Design, is helping homeowners who just can’t let go of their treasured books. Martin Knowles photo

Ellement RE: Design gives bookworms options
Bookcases can hold more
than just books you can’t
part with; they can also hold
memories of life well-lived
Maggie Calloway

Y

ou love to read. Books are not just paper
and bindings to you, but almost living
e
problem is they are taking over your home.

oor. You
have to push them out of the way to make a
sandwich.
ectionately known as Elle,
is the principal of Ellement RE: Design, a comers interior and exterior design
services from curb appeal, de-cluttering, colour
consultations to full-service design of one room
or your whole home, and if you need help in advance of selling your home one of their slogans is
‘Style your Space. Sell you place.”
Hunter is an expert on how to handle books
taking over the home in an attractive way, in-

SAVE THE HST ON WINDOWS & DOORS*
• Full Lifetime Warranty
• Trusted Installers

• ENERGY STAR®
• Established for over 30 years

No Interest & No Payments for 6 Months**

604.697.5700
homeworks.ca/promotions
Burnaby, Port Moody, Victoria

* Offer ends May 31st, 2011. Some conditions apply. Please quote HW2011-001 to take advantage of this offer. **O.A.C. Minimum contract value of $5,000
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Never run out of fuel again with a natural
gas barbecue.
By choosing natural gas, you’ll enjoy your
grill without lifting heavy propane tanks or
dealing with messy charcoal. Studies suggest
that natural gas gives off up to 30 per cent
less carbon emissions than charcoal.
Natural gas barbecues use ﬂexible hoses to
connect to your home’s natural gas supply
with a “quick-connect.” Contact a licensed
gas contractor to extend your home’s
natural gas piping to your backyard or patio
and install the “quick-connect.” The quickconnect makes it easy for you to attach,
disconnect and move the barbecue or any
natural gas appliances on your patio.

=\\cXk_fd\n`k_
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A natural gas dryer uses about half the
energy it takes to dry the same load in an
electric dryer. And, drying a typical load
of laundry in a gas dryer can cost less*
than in an electric dryer (*NRCan Personal:
Residential, Canada)

9\e\Ôkjf]eXkliXc^Xj

A natural gas dryer uses electricity to turn
the drum and natural gas to provide heat. If
you do a lot of laundry, the savings can add
up fast!

As one of the cleanest burning, most
efﬁcient fossil fuels available today, natural
gas provides many beneﬁts over other
energy sources. Our high safety standards
and commitment to energy savings is what
makes our customers feel right at home
with natural gas. We are dedicated to
providing you with information about rates,
delivery and payment options, and tips on
how to save energy.

The most important thing is to ensure
you’re buying the right sized dryer for your
home. Too big, too small: they’re both going
to be inefﬁcient and more expensive to run.
A larger drum allows for larger loads, but
a smaller appliance can give more efﬁcient
heat and tumbling action.

FortisBC not only brings natural gas into
your home but also brings you energy
leadership for the future.

Laundry is something you likely know a lot
about because you do so much of it. Use that
knowledge to choose the right natural gas
dryer for you.

M\ijXk`c\
Use it to heat your home and your water,
dry your clothes, cook your food, and to
set a mood with the ambience created by a
gas ﬁreplace. You can also use natural gas
outdoors – for lighting, tbarbecuing, and
heating your hot tub or swimming pool.

GXk`f_\Xk\ij
Natural gas patio heaters and lamps are a
great way to extend your patio season.

JX]\Xe[i\c`XYc\
We have an impeccable safety record, and
we’re always ready to respond if you think
you have a gas emergency.
Natural gas is piped directly into your home
with virtually no interruptions to supply.
It’s always there when you need it and you
never have to worry about running out of
fuel or arranging for deliveries.

:c\XeXe[^i\\e
Natural gas is virtually free of sulphur and
nitrogen, and produces signiﬁcantly less
particulate matter and fewer greenhouse
gases than comparable fossil fuels, such
as oil. Choosing natural gas for heating

>Xj[ip\ij

is an energy-efﬁcient option. It can save
consumers money while enjoying all
the beneﬁts of living with natural gas
appliances. For more information go to
fortisbc.com/naturalgas/homes.

IXe^\j
With the even, direct heat and precise
temperature control of natural gas, you’ll
enjoy exactly the right setting — from a
low simmer to a fast boil. It’s why top chefs
prefer cooking with natural gas. Natural gas
cooking appliances may cost a little more
than electric models, but they’ll pay you

K_\\em`ifed\ek%N\Ëm\^fkfliY\jkg\fgc\fe`k%

back with performance and years of reliable
service. Depending on your needs, cooktops
and ovens can come as separate units and
come in a wide variety of sizes, styles and
conﬁgurations to meet your kitchen’s decor.
Models can be free-standing or built into
a wall or kitchen island. Choose from selfclean or manual clean ovens.
Today’s wide variety of natural gas
appliances include ranges and cooktop
options to ﬁt any build or remodel. The
added convenience of electronic ignition is a
welcome replacement for pilot lights.

As “outdoor rooms” gain popularity, more
and more households are enjoying relaxing,
dining and entertaining outdoors.
With natural gas patio heaters and lamps,
you can extend the season conveniently,

K\iXj\e>XjXe[
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Depending on the number and ages of
people in your household, hot water needs
may account for more than 20 per cent of
your total annual energy consumption.

Space heating in a typical home accounts
for between 40 and 60 per cent of a family’s
annual energy consumption. That’s why it
pays to explore heating options carefully
before making a major investment in a
new system.

K_\\e\i^p]XZkfi
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Efﬁciency of water heaters is measured
as an “energy factor” which is the amount
of heat needed to heat water divided by the
amount of energy to produce the heat. The
higher the number, the more efﬁcient the
heater. The energy factor can be increased
with better insulation and reﬁned design.
The higher the energy factor, the better it is
for the environment – and your wallet.

Natural gas combustion heats the air, which
is then blown by a fan in living spaces
through a network of ducts and vents.

To determine the energy factor for a particular
water heater, read the manufacturer’s manual
or speak to your retailer.

Wall-mounted or freestanding, these units
are direct vented to an outside wall. Using
an electric fan, they blow gas-heated air
into the living space, independent of any
ducting system.

Gas water heaters are covered by federal and
provincial efﬁciency standards.

?p[ife`Z_\Xk`e^
In a typical system, hot water from a
central gas-ﬁred boiler is circulated
through pipes to radiators or radiant ﬂoor
coils in each room.
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NRCan Residential Sector, British Columbia
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Everyone could use a little ambience with their energy efﬁciency.
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Make your home energy efﬁcient and save money.
Incentives from April 1, 2011 - March 31, 2013

Jn`kZ_ÊeËJ_i`eb^\kX('''i\YXk\
Switch from oil or propane to natural gas, install an
ENERGY STAR® heating system and get a $1000 rebate.

Lg^iX[\kfXe\]ÔZ`\ekjkfiX^\kXebXe[^\k,'
Upgrade to an efﬁcient storage tank and we’ll give you $50

<e\i^pJXm`e^B`kji\[lZ\\e\i^pZfjkj
If you’re on a low-income budget, you may be eligible
for a free Energy Saving Kit.

.,<e\i^pJkXi]ifekcfX[`e^nXj_\ii\YXk\
Available from May 1 - October 31, 2011

KC:]lieXZ\fiÔi\gcXZ\j\im`Z\
Receive a $25 Save On Foods gift card. Available from
May 1 - October 31, 2011
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FortisBC Energy Inc., FortisBC Energy (Vancouver Island) Inc., FortisBC Energy (Whistler) Inc., and FortisBC Inc. do business as FortisBC.
The companies are indirect, wholly owned subsidiaries of FortisInc. FortisBC uses the FortisBC name and logo under license from Fortis Inc.
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“Try to get away from that typical library look – all the books
pulled to the front of the shelf. You can add interest with
accent pieces like pottery, small statues. Think about using
some of the additions as bookends.”
›› from page.1
but as we proceeded Bill was thrilled with the result.
Books are so personal and it can be nerve racking to
allow someone to handle them and change everything
around.”
How Hunter handled the project is a great primer for
those hesitant to dive in and sort things out.
“It makes sense to first, as hard as this is, edit out
the books you know you won’t read again or subjects
you have lost interest in,” says Hunter. “Take out all the
paperbacks and use them in other parts of the home
...Once you are left with your ‘keepers’ and empty space
the fun can begin.”
Bookcases can hold more than the obvious; they can
be almost a blueprint of your life. Books, works of art,
family photographs, and mementos of past travels welldisplayed can be an amazing, unique, addition to any
room.
“Try to get away from that typical library look which
is all the books pulled to the front of the shelf,” says

Hunter. “Now you can add interest by adding accent
pieces like pottery, small statues. Think about using
some of the additions as bookends.”
She suggests laying large books horizontally on the
shelves and placing art on the top of the stack, which
allows it to be displayed to great effect.
“If you have books say on Thailand and a pieces of
art from your visit to that wonderful country together
they would make a wonderful display,” says Hunter.
“Change textures by mixing up porcelain, wood, woven
art such as ethnic baskets, with photos, this creates
contrast. Don’t overdo adding pieces or you are back to
a hodgepodge.”

Bookcases like these can be used for more than just books.
Homeowners are encouraged to creatively arrange statues
and other artifacts of their travels alongside the books to
create interest. Martin Knowles photos
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Home reno challenges
worth it in the end
It started with a roof leak, then turned into much more
after running into trouble with city bylaws. A 900 sq.-ft. house
became 2,500 sq.-ft. thanks to Basil Restoration Ltd.
Maggie Calloway

Basil dug down the
basement floor approximately
20” to create a 7’ 800 sq. ft.
Can you imagine living
fully livable space. Once the
in a small bedroom for four
city gave the approval to dig
months, a couple, three
out the basement, they had to
children and three cats, then
support the old walls before
moving down to live in the
digging out, then 10 footings
basement, while your whole
were put in place to support
home is torn apart and rebuilt
the walls.
around you?
The basement now has a
Weeks and months with no
media room, laundry room,
heat and no proper cooking
bedroom and den. What
facilities? Somehow they not
only stayed sane but stayed tight Mark and Miles Wittig of Basil Restoration created was a damp, unusable,
a house that a family of five can comfortably live in. badly sloping low basement,
as a family.
MARTIN KNOWLES PHOTOS with bad air quality which
The original 900 sq ft house in
permeated the whole house,
New Westminster came with an
became a clean, fresh, fully functioning living space.
old story we hear all the time: the family, having lived
The new second floor is 900 sq ft with four full-sized
in the house since 2002, loved the area and wanted to
bedrooms and a family bathroom.
stay.
Enter Basil Restoration Ltd.
›› more page.6
“We were originally brought into this house because
the roof was leaking right through the main floor into
the basement,” says general manager Miles Wittig.
“We were contracted to tear the roof off and extend
the second floor, from what was a half-story, into a fullheight floor. The plan was for us to build a bathroom in
the basement so the family could move down there for
three or four months while the renovation was going
on.”
However, the basement was too short, and therefore
the city wouldn’t approve the bathroom renovations.
Basil Restoration built each member of the family their own bedroom, renovated the kitchen and built a family bathroom, among other
Thus, the plan was changed to a renovation of the
projects. Martin Knowles photos
entire house.

YES, WE WILL PAY THE

ON ANY BOOKING PRIOR TO MAY 15, 2011
Looking at re-rooÀng?
Call us… you’ll be glad you did!

• Longlife and Enviro Rooﬁng Systems installation
• Asphalt, Cedar or other Material Conversion
• Re-Rooﬁng
• New Construction
• Preventative Maintenance and Repairs
• Decorative Rooﬁng Application
• Strata or Commercial Application
• 24-Hour Emergency Service

Lifetime
Satisfaction

604-598-9697
info@longlifeenvirorooﬁng.com
www.longlifeenvirorooÀng.com
Exclusive distributor of Rare Manufacturing Inc. rooﬁng systems.
City of Surrey restrictive covenant rooﬁng material approved.

HST!

We will offer
substantial savings that no
other metal shingle competitor
or salesman can compete –
GUARANTEED – or we will beat
it by 15% less

Free
Estimates
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Basil Restoration turns
900-sq.ft. bungalow
into 2,500-sq. ft. home
›› from page.5
After living with only the two original
main floor bedrooms, each member of
the family now has their own bedroom.
The main floor has a new kitchen
and new bathroom. The original main
bedroom at the front of the house was
converted to a music room to hold the

piano and the back deck was updated
with a full roof. The whole main floor
was changed from a series of cramped
small rooms to a more open plan which
is much more suitable for the family.
When the renovation was complete
the original 900 square foot house
became a modern, bright 2,500 square
foot home.

Basil Restoration built each member of the family their own
bedroom, renovated the kitchen and built a family bathroom,
among other projects. Martin Knowles photos

Looking For A Quality Paint Job?

professional service with
exceptional results
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renovations
general contracting
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• 3 Year Guarantee
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Luxury is not about opulence or great expense. It is the
pleasure and joy of using beautiful things every day.
Our vision of the modern home is warm and intimate,
See in-store for details and restrictions.

as well as stylish and sophisticated.
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3831 Moncton Street Richmond
604.271.8891
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CENTRE Ltd.
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5520 Minoru Blvd
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Richmond BC 604 .273 .0155
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Build the perfect deck
as summer beckons
Homeowners are moving outside as the sun
comes out, and renovations to an outdoor deck
are often high on the priority list.
Maggie Calloway
There has been an explosion of
interest in outdoor living in recent
years.
It seems we have come full circle
from looking outside our homes for
entertainment to spending much more
time at home with family and friends.
It follows that as we open our homes
more, we need to turn our attention to
what is working and what is not. Our
crumbling decks, patios and terraces
are not very inviting as outdoor rooms,
so what to do?
Like any other renovation, there are
a few things to consider before jumping
into the deep end.

You should decided how you are
planning on using the outdoor area
and what the budget for the project
will be. You should also consider how
the outdoor space will complement the
house.
Building the space is just the
beginning.
Because a deck takes a certain
amount of punishment from the
elements, unlike an interior space,
money should be put aside to furnish
what could be considered a new room.
When planning where and how to
build your new outdoor space, keep in
mind you will need accessibility. No
one wants to be constantly walking up

›› more page.8

“Some decks are very
straightforward. Some can be tricky.
To (ensure) the finished project
is everything you want, hiring a
professional is a wise move.”
John Juzyniec, Solution Renovations

With more interest in outdoor living, deck renovations like this one from Solution Renovations are on the rise.
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Sell Smart.
Save BIG.
Save 50% or more when selling your home,
Renovate your home with the savings!

³ POOL OPENINGS ³ WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
³ SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS
³ FREE WATER TESTING BY OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
³ PUMPS — FILTERS — HEATERS
(SPRING EQUIPMENT SALE APRIL 1-JUNE 20)

³ SALT WATER CHLORINE
³ SAFETY COVERS

Pool & Spa Ltd.
140-9780 Cambie Road, Richmond
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30am-5:00pm

GENERATORS

www.SMARTHOMESELLERS.ca
Luis Ayala
604-800-8122

P: 604-232-4501
F: 604-232-4502
E: info@greatwestpoolsandspas.ca
W: greatwestpoolsandspas.ca

Sutton Group - West Coast Realty
7547 Cambie Street, Vancouver, BC V6P 3H6
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Hit the decks

With more interest in outdoor living and entertaining,
deck renovations are on the rise, and becoming more elaborate.
›› from page.7
and down stairs or through the whole house to get
to both the kitchen and the bathroom.
Also, think about what your view will be from
the new structure and factor landscaping into the
budget if necessary.
Privacy is another big consideration; everyone
has horror stories about being ambushed by
neighbours because they could see you out on
your deck.
John Juzyniec, a partner in Solution
Renovations, recommends homeowners getting
help from a designer.
“Some decks are very straightforward and you
don’t need a designer but some can be tricky and
to (ensure) the finished project is everything you
want it to be, hiring a professional is a wise move,”
he says.
“Some people design their decks without
considering what they will be looking at when they
are sitting down,” Juzyniec says.
“If you use a wooden top bar for the railing,
even glass topped by wood, when you are sitting
down the wood bar is exactly level with your eyes.”
He says the answer is frameless glass railings,
which are fairly expensive at about $100 per foot
but will allow homeowners to keep their view.
“Sometimes clients want the clean look of glass
but privacy is an issue,” Juzyniec says.
“In these cases obscure glass is the answer;
it gives you the look you want while protecting
privacy. This glass also hides unwanted views.”
Like every other part of your renovation it
pays to get input from the professionals. They
have years of experience and know how to handle
obstacles.
Not a bad thing!

Tree Care Done Right!
by the leaders in tree care services since 1986
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boss on the job
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 Properly insured &
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 BBB & Int’l Society of
• New Tree Planning &
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PROTEC INSTALLATIONS GROUP
SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Electrical Contractors Serving British Columbia Since 1986!
We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Whether
your needs are emergency service, troubleshooting or small projects, no job
is too big or too small!
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 Large enough for any
• Tree Consultations –
job – small enough to
What do my trees really
care
need?

604-275-8829
www.cedarridgetreecare.com

Celebrating 25 Years!
p: 604-278-ϯϮϬϬͮĨ͗ϲϬϰ-278-3248

Mention this ad
and save 5%!

9-11720 Voyageur Way, Richmond BC ͻ mail@protecgroup.com ͻ www.protecgroup.com
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Best Builders Ltd. worked with
the homeowners of this West Side
Vancouver proprty to create a beautiful
home while saving money, and ended
up with a modern home that still ﬁts
in with the neighbourhood.
›› from page.1
Georgie he won in the Best Renovation
between $500,000 - $799,000 category for a
renovation on Vancouver’s West Side. He is
especially proud of how his company worked
in partnership with the homeowners to create
a beautiful home by constantly looking for
ways to recycle and re-purpose and still get an
exceptionally solid home.
The 50-year-old house sits in a beautiful
neighbourhood of similar homes with a street
canopy of mature trees and established gardens. The original plan was to tear down the
house and build a new home but a new home
would have had to follow all the city’s new set
back guidelines which would mean a smaller
home. Conversely, a renovation would have
the advantage of being able to grandfather all
the set backs, an important point to keep in
mind when buying property as a tear down.
But the house needed a tune up. Today’s
families want more open space with daylight
flooding each room. Gone are the small
rooms with dim light and the parlour saved
only for tea with the vicar.
And so it was with this family of five,
including three small children. They loved
the neighbourhood and they loved the solid
house but needed to create a family home
which would work for them.
“There was a huge advantage to keeping the
existing footprint and a larger square footage
but we did have some design issues,” Best says.
“Because the style of the home is consistent
throughout the neighbourhood, the frontage
of the home and the roofline had to conform.

The client was not using an
architect so we were designing the renovation along
with the homeowner, which
was a unique project for us.”
The house was suspended
in the air on piers and the
builders dug down underneath to make a new
full basement with a new
foundation from what was
originally 6’ headroom with
all the old drain tiles. On
the top side the roof was
removed and they went up
another full floor, which was
reframed to make it look like
the original home from the
street.
“We gained two full feet
in the basement to make the
entire space usable. In the
new upper floor we were
able to create a new master
bedroom, a huge master
ensuite and a small office,”
Best says.
“In the basement level
there are bedrooms, for the
kids and the nanny, and
laundry. The main floor is a
large kitchen and dining area, living room and
family room, all of which work perfectly for
this family because they wanted a main floor
designed so they can always keep their eyes
on the kids. The family room doors pull right
back and lead onto a covered outdoor play
area for the kids”
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On the third floor, Best Builders incorporated the closets, drawers and even the TV
into the design, which left more floor space
for the homeowners.
“This was the advantage of working so
closely with the homeowners on the design,”
Best says. “We were able to really custom
build every square inch of the home to the

requirement of each family
member, which translates
into no wasted space”
Every detail was thought
through including the design
of the open riser staircase to
give the appearance of the
living room being bigger.
Stairs often look like dead
space but this design allows
the eye to pass through. A
skylight above the stairs
floods the area with light,
again creating the feeling of
expansive space.
All the floors are walnut
until you come to the stairs
and posts which are actually inexpensive parallam
structural beams. Stained to
match the walnut floors, they
serve two purposes: they are
very strong and relatively
inexpensive. The solid doors
throughout the home were
bought from a salvage yard
for $1,000, refinished and
hung at just a fraction of the
price of new.
Best Builders, which has
huge buying power, helped
the homeowners shop around and passed all
the savings on, which made a difference to the
bottom line.
The colour palette of the home is perfect,
with rooms flowing naturally into the next
with a limited change of tone, which gives a
calm feeling mixed with high style.
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Kristy O’Connor has made her new home her own. One custom feature is a room dedicated to the Vancouver Canucks, including signed jerseys and team photos.

Brian Giebelhaus photos

Find a home, and make it your own
Kristy O’Connor has transformed her new home into a personalized paradise
By Kerry Vital
Kristy O’Connor is looking to get ahead in life.
“I’m a single prosperous female,” she says,
laughing. At 33, O’Connor says she appreciates
the true value of working hard to get the finer
things in life.
One of those nicer things is her own home
at Intracorp’s Glenmore at Morgan Heights
development in South Surrey that she has been
steadily making her own since she purchased
three year ago.
“I bought it because I liked the location and
the promising image of being part of the new
Yaletown!” she says. She looked at only two
properties before deciding to buy at Glenmore.
“Glenmore offered the space I needed and also
fit the budget,” O’Connor says.
“I bought it from dirt, as it took just over a
year to build once she visited the show homes”
she says.
After the market
crashed in 2008,
she decided that
she needed to
personalize and
renovate her home
so it would have
better resale value.
“This is a better return on
my investment,”
O’Connor says.
“It will sell
quicker, and for
better value.”
Since moving in,
she has changed
the original
white carpet on
the stairs to slate tile and bullnose, installed
customized wrought iron railings, replaced the
white fireplace mantel with a customized stone
face and cedar mantel, painted and installed
crown mouldings, sealed her garage floor and
has painted the unit with earth tone chocolate
browns and slate greys.
“A typical cement floor creates dust,” she says.
“I own my own catering company, Three’s
Company Catering, and my supplies are stored
in there, so that wasn’t okay.”
She hired Park Place Garage Co.’s Don Robbins to install a polyaspartic seamless coating
on the garage floor, which laid down decorative vinyl chips and eliminated the garage dust.
O’Connor says I’ts just like an ocean floor.
“It’s beautiful,” she says.
The slate tile and fireplace was installed by
Spencer Northeast at Stepping Stone Landscap-

ing, and the crown moulding was supplied by
Westcoast Moulding and Millwork and installed
by Gerdon Renovations.
She also installed two-inch wood shutters
on the windows of the townhouse, which were
installed by Brian Cady at Sunburst Shutters.
“There was no rush in doing (the renovations),” she says.
“I slowly upgraded to customize the renovations that weren’t available in the initial buy.”
When she bought the place, there were few
choices for her to make.
“You could upgrade the carpet or upgrade to
stainless steel,” she
says. But that wasn’t
enough for her.
So why buy a new
home when she was
going to customize it
anyway?
“It’s more affordable to buy a new
home than do high
exterior finishings
(on an older home),”
she says.
“As a single person,
I couldn’t go out and
get a significant loan.”
She created the
entire design plan
herself, truly making
her home her own.
O’Connor plans to
spend one more year
in her current home
before selling it and
moving to a singlefamily residence.
“I hope to continue
to do this and be
mortgage-free by the
time I’m 45,” she says.
“I want to buy and
re-sell houses on a
small scale.”
However, she may
not buy brand-new
next time, since buyers must pay HST on
new properties.
O’Connor used all
local businesses to
help with her renovations.
“I’m a big family
person,” she says.
“I’ve lived locally
since 1993, and I be-

lieve in supporting local trades and communitybased businesses, family-owned companies.”
Thus far, she has spent between $15,000 and
$20,000 on the renovations.
Another customized feature? The recreation
room downstairs includes rich brown pine
wainscotting and a customized glass door to tie
it all in.
The room is dedicated to the newly-minted
Presidents’ Trophy winners Vancouver Canucks,
where she hung signed memorabilia including
jerseys from Roberto Luongo and Trevor Linden, and several other team photos.
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Starting down the right path...
Resurfacing your outdoor walkways is a good place to start
when doing an outdoor landscaping project,
especially when you’re on a budget.
plan.
“A great way to clean
this area up is by using
your typical 24” x 24”
paving slab interspaced
with river rock,” Miller
says.
“It’s an easy do-ityourself project which
doesn’t cost much.”
However, he points
out that the spacing of
the slabs and rock is
important.
“There is nothing
more frustrating than
paving stones set too
close together which
hinders your natural
walking rhythm,” he
says.
“If you are using a
24” by 24” you need a
6” space between the
slabs which give you

›› from page.1

“There (are) a ton
of material choices
available to fit any style
of house and budget.”
Miller says another
consideration is the
other materials being
used in the garden.
“If you have an Allen
block wall you wouldn’t
typically use flagstone
for a walkway; it just
wouldn’t be pleasing,”
he says.
“But if you have a
natural stone look and
feel to your garden you
could use flagstone for Jeremy Miller of Houston Landscapes is an expert on turning
the walkways and they difficult gardens into beautiful landscapes, and says that a
walkway renovation doesn’t have to be a time-consuming
would look great.”
Miller advises if you process. MARTIN KNOWLES PHOTOS
are planning on doing
work outside, you should step back and make a plan
30”.
for your entire garden even if your current budget only
“If you are using smaller 18” x 18” slabs you need a
allows you to complete part of the plan for the time
12” space to again make it up to 30.”
being.
Your outdoor living space is an extension of your
“Even if the entire project takes you ten years to
home so everything should be considered in relation
complete, at least if you are working off a master plan
to the rest of your property, both inside and out. This
your garden doesn’t end up looking like you picked
is much more important these days when people are
away at it for years,” he says.
investing in our homes and spending more time at
“You want to end up with a garden that flows, not a
home with both family and friends.
patch work quilt.”
Spend time looking at websites which have great
One of the most neglected outdoor areas is the side
photos of completed jobs, and study how and why
of the house. This area is usually narrow and sometimes
certain materials are used and where.
shaded which makes it difficult to plant, but there are
You will be living with your decisions for a long time
ways of making this area an integral part of the garden
so take care and get it right the first time.
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OFFERS VALID WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.

604-513-1138

1-800-667-5597 s 18810 - 96th Ave, Surrey
www.westcoastmoulding.com
Regular Store Hours:
Mon. - Wed. 7:30am-4:30pm
Thurs. - Fri. 7:30am-5:30pm
DELIVERY AVAILABLE
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SPRING
BRING IT ON

Inside...

...or outside

u 3059-152 Street White Rock
Phone: 604-542-4317
u 7599 King George Hwy Surrey (Newton)
Phone: 604-572-3739
u 7878 120th Street (Scott Road) Surrey
Phone: 604-591-3914
u 6312 200th Street Langley
Phone: 604-532-4411
u 13665-102nd Ave Surrey (North)
Phone: 604-583-8473
u 7200 Market Crossing Burnaby
Phone: 604-451-5888

u 1200 Seguin Drive Coquitlam
Phone: 604-527-8828
u 11969 - 200th Street Maple Ridge
Phone: 604-460-4664
u 1350 Main Street North Vancouver
Phone: 604-982-9100
u 3100-2850 Shaughnessy St. Port Coquitlam
Phone: 604-468-6951
u 3500 No.3 Road Richmond
Phone: 604-273-2939
u 11388 Steveston Hwy South Richmond
Phone: 604-271-6651

u 2290 Cambie St. Vancouver
Phone: 604-707-2290
-2290
u 2830 Bentall Street
eet Vancouver
Phone: 604-431-3570
-3570
u 8729 Heather Street
reet Vancouver
Phone: 604-257-6487
-6487
u 2220 Kingsway Vancouver Kingsway
Phone: 604-257-6510
-6510
u 32513 South Fraser
ser Way Abbotsford
Phone: 604-870-4132
-4132
u 7560 Vedder Road
ad Chilliwack
Phone: 604-858-9055
-9055

